Mary June,
What's up? Having fun?
How Pitkins? Write to
me! ok?

Heureux Noel!

Charlotte -
you need to slick
your hair more often
and Charlotte.

Cheryl, Rose (R.R.) - I just
wanted to tell you girlz that Y and
R are in love, but Rose... don't tell
yourself I told you... U.C.A.B.

Lois Moore - Hey woman!
What's up? Sorry I never write.
Will be happy. I'll see you
sometime, soon hopefully. Tell Leona I said hello.
Merry X-Mas! Your bud
Charlotte

Hi! Merry
Christmas! Almost have time
for Christmas. Be nice
take care and later,
Etc. etc.

JennyM. Morris,
Hi and hello! Write
soon! Merry X-Mas!

Charlotte

Merry Christmas!

Poz,
Veseloe
Rozhdestvo,
Ne Molno,
THAT

Good luck
People - Me

Yee Rose!!
HOLD ON!!

Feliz Navidad y
Prospero Año Nuevo!

Charlotte and Cheryl

Carolyn - We should bring back
Carolyn - We should bring back